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There were plenty of gadgets that were out there and from to time were being replaced by one after
the other. The most popular brands of these gadgets were Sony. Sony has introduced thousands of
gadgets in the world and the latest of them is the Sony Flip Video Camera. These video cameras
have been a craze in the camera world today. One of which is the Sony Bloggie Touch. This Sony
Bloggie Touch takes pictures and shoots beautiful looking HD video wherever you are. You can
even automatically record them in the MP4 format so that all of the videos and pictures can be
uploaded to your favorite sites.

The features of this Sony Bloggie Touch are as follows. It has a 1920x1080 HD MP4 recording: It
allows you to take the recording of your favorite moments and happy days anywhere and anytime of
the day. By using the format of an MP4, the Sony Flip Video camera can shoot videos in a
1920x1080 high definition camera and can still captures images via 12.8 MP. It has a captive touch
screen LCD that utilizes an easy to use touch and slide way of searching through the videos and
pictures.

Now, inorder to watch your videos from your flip video recorder, you need to burn flip video to dvd to
watch them excitingly and fun right in own home. To convert them, you may need to have them
formatted and use a DVD burner program. There were plenty of these programs that can be used
on a PC and most of them are all for free. All you need to do is to download them from the site that
you feel comfortable using the software. The Aimersoft DVD flip video converter is all that you need.

To start with the conversion of flip videos, you have to download a Aimersoft DVD burner kind of
program to the desktop of the PC such examples are as follows, BurnAware Free, ImgBurn or
InfraRecord and all of these three are can be downloaded freely. Look for the downloaded file and
double click it and install it on the hard drive. After this, you need to restart the PC. So to launch the
DVD burner, you need to select the start all applications on the popup menu. Then you have to drag
flip video to dvd in order to load the icon. Then eject the disc tray and place a blank DVD disc on the
disc tray and then close it.

Now you have to choose the DVD drive from the â€œSourceâ€• or the â€œdevicesâ€• drop down menu on the
main screen of the program. From the â€œFile Formatâ€• or â€œFile Typeâ€• drop down menu on the main
screens program and then click â€œBurn Discâ€• or â€œBurnâ€•. Once the burning process has stopped, quit it as
soon as possible when the pop up window doesnâ€™t show anymore. Eject the disc after, remove the
DVD and close the tray.
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Then you have to drag a flip video to dvd in order to load the icon. Then eject the disc tray and place
a blank DVD disc on the disc tray and then close it. Now, inorder to watch your videos from your flip
video recorder, you need to a flip video to dvd to watch them excitingly and fun right in own home.
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